Examination Materials
for PET and FCE

PET Buster - Coursebook
Intensive exam preparation course for the Preliminary English Test examination
by Kester Dodgson, Alston, Galimberti, Graham

Intermediate
Common European Framework

Level B1

AUDIO CD

PET buster prepares for the PET examination through a
series of exercises introduced by stimulating topics and
eye-catching graphics.
The book is divided into 16 units of six pages each. It build up the
four linguistic skills, the grammatical structures and vocabulary
dealing with a topic conforming to the indications given in the
PET syllabus. The section Exam Buster offers a series of hints
and suggestions to succeed in the specific mock exams.
Teacher’s Book
The Teacher’s Book contains the language and communicative
aims of every unit, information on culture and lexis, answers to
the exercises, scripts for the listenings, hints and suggestions for
further activities of extension and revision.

PET buster Practice Tests
The volume consists of 4 complete sets of practice tests designed
by a team of experts and examiners. The material in PET buster
Practice Tests strictly adheres to the format and design of the
Cambridge ESOL examination.
An initial section called ‘Tricks of the Trade’ with suggestions and
thorough explanations helps students tackle each paper.

FCE Buster - Coursebook
Intensive exam preparation course for the First Certificate in English Test examination
by Kester Dodgson, Alston, Galimberti, Graham

Upper-Intermediate
Common European Framework

Level B2

AUDIO CD

FCE buster prepares for the FCE examination.
The book is divided into 20 units of eight pages. Each unit
focuses on one topic that conforms to those indicated in the
FCE syllabus. The Exam Buster section offers advice on how to
succeed in the exam.
Main features
> 20 Units with engaging topics for students to develop the
necessary skills required to pass the FCE examination
> 20 Exam Busters offering advice and practical tips
> 4 Reviews checking and revising the students’ progress
> 1 Practice Test simulating the examination
> A Grammar Reference at the back of the book
> A Phrasal Verb List
The Teacher’s Book offers advice to teachers on how to make
the best use of the coursebook. It presents the linguistic and
communicative objectives of each lesson, keys to the exercises,
audioscripts, suggestions for further revision activities tests.

FCE Buster - Practice Book
Intensive exam preparation course for the First Certificate in English Test examination
by Laura Clyde, Lisa Kester Dodgson, Dave Harwood

Upper-Intermediate
Common European Framework

Level B2

AUDIO CD

The book serves as a consolidation for, and follows the
structure and content of the course FCE Buster.
It may also be used as a stand alone volume in private
language schools universities, or in any situation in
which the students have already reached a B2 level of
English and intend taking the exam by themselves.
The book is divided into 20 units of six pages that present part
of the Reading, Use of English, Listening and Speaking papers.
This is accompanied by presentation activities or lexical and/ or
structural exercises. Each unit follows the argument taken from
the equivalent unit of the FCE Buster. At the end of the 20 units
are 16 pages of Writing Reference to reinforce and better the
student’s writing ability. Finally there is a complete Practice Test
and a list of phrasal verbs.

FCE Practice Tests
Cambridge ESOL First Certificate in English preparation material
by Karen Dyer and Dave Harwood

Upper-Intermediate
Common European Framework

Level B2

AUDIO CD
CD-ROM

With 8 complete paper-and-pen tests and 2 complete
tests on CD-ROM, FCE Practice Tests is the completion
of ELI’s B2 level, First Certificate preparation material.
The offer consists of 8 Practice Tests on paper, the first of which
guides the student through each individual section. FCE Practice
Tests faithfully recreates the format of the FCE exam, and
includes a section of full colour photographs necessary for the
Speaking Paper.
The CD-ROM contains 2 complete computer-based tests and the
audio material for the Listening Paper.
The book comes complete with two Audio CDs containing the
listening exercises for the tests.
For the without-key version, the answer key and the recording
scripts are downloadable from www.elionline.com

EXAMS

New KET- Practice Tests
Mock tests to help prepare Key English Test examination
by Richard Chapman

Pre-Intermediate
Common European Framework

Level A2

AUDIO CD

The ‘with answer key’ edition is ideal for self-study, whilst the
‘without answer key’ edition is available for classroom use. In this
case, a separate booklet contains the answer key. Complete with
visual material and 2 Audio CDs for speaking and listening preparation.

new KET Practice Tests
Volume with Key + Audio CD
21x29,7 cm
ISBN 9788853602978
Volume with Key
21x29,7 cm
ISBN9788853602084
Volume without Key
21x29,7 cm
ISBN 9788853601308

New PET - Practice Tests
Mock tests to help prepare for Preliminary English Test examination
by Richard Chapman
Intermediate
Common European Framework

Level B1

AUDIO CD

The volume is accompanied by an audio CD for listening practice,
and a separate answer key booklet with solutions and transcripts
of audio materials.

new PET Practice Tests
Volume with Key + 2 Audio CDs
21x29,7 cm, 120 pages
ISBN 9788853601216
Volume without Key
21x29,7 cm, 104 pages
ISBN 9788853601629
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